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About This Game

An irresistible force has taken our fearless frog to an island where the ribbeting puzzle-action of Zuma has evolved in amazing
ways… but evil spirits and tenacious tiki bosses rule the land!

Survive the ire of the island by firing stone spheres to destroy the deadly stream of balls. Conquer over 60 levels by staying
sharp and avoiding hidden traps. Slide and hop for smarter shots; hit targets for exotic bonuses; detonate new power-up balls;

battle six imposing tiki bosses and guide your agile amphibian to victory in four all new game modes! Will you succumb to the
perilous pitfalls, or can you tame the jungle in this PopCap ball-blasting challenge?

Conquer over 60 levels and defeat six mini-game Boss Battles
Score explosive power-ups including three new shots
Explore new gameplay like lily-pad hopping, slide-aiming, and more
Take a shot at 70 all-new Challenges in the Jungle of Mystery, Quiet Village, Lost City and Mosquito Coast.
Run the Iron Frog gauntlet — beat 10 levels in a row!
Turn up the heat in Heroic Frog mode
Enjoy amazing graphics and effects that bring Zuma into the modern world of gaming
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TLDR - I highly recommend this product to anyone who has an interest in the videogame development process and/or the indie
scene. I give Super Game Jam an 8/10.
Episode 1 - Navigator
I was interested in this project since launch. The only reason I didn't buy in earlier was the mixed opinions I have been seeing
here and there. Some saying the project doesn't live up to expectations and other saying it goes above and beyond them. After a
long time and many moments of "I'm going to buy this now" and then "On second thought I will wait", I finally bought Super
Game Jam. I watched the first episode and played the first game I am very happy so far. The documentary portion was great. I
really liked the personalities involved (Richard Boeser – dev of Ibb and Obb and Jan Willem Nijman - 50% of Vlambeer) and
felt they had good chemistry, it was interesting, not as personal as I would have liked (Indie Game: The Movie nailed it), Sound
and music were great aside from some bumping around in the background and the cinematography was up there with the likes
of 'Free to Play' and 'Indie Game: The Movie'. The game that I watched these two guys make in 48 hours was really cool. The
control were tight, visuals enthralling and I really loved the concept and I'm glad Nijman pushed the racing + companionship
idea so hard.
Overall, I found watching the back and forth, creative process between these two devs who had never worked together before to
be really fun and even inspiring especially after playing the game and seeing just how much they accomplished in 48 hours. For
this review, I don't think I can give it a numbered score but I will say that I enjoyed the first episode immensely and would
recommend it. I cannot wait to watch and play the rest of this (I cannot think of a word to describe this other than the very broad
term of 'Project').

Episode 2 - Blossom
The Documentary
The second episode started off with something I wasn't expecting. The two new devs (Dominik Johann – former dev of Might
and Delight and Christoffer Hedborg – Artist and dev for Super Stress-Out) sat down and watched a video message from the
previous two devs whom gave the new duo their theme to work with. I really like this idea of passing on ideas from game jam to
game jam, dev to dev. After receiving the message the two developers brainstormed the theme, which was gardening. The
brainstorm sessions that occurred in the first episode as well are great. They give a cool look into how a game is conceived. I
don't want to give a recap of the whole episode so I will just point out a few likes and dislikes I had with this episode. Much like
the first, this episode had two devs with great creative chemistry, wonderful cinematography (especially those creative/scenic
transitions/montages), music and flow. This episode did a great job at showing the stress and uncertainty that the two underwent
during the final hours of the jam that wasn't all that present in the first episode. The only downside to this episode has to be,
how hard it was to follow the creative process. I could barely understand what the game was shaping into until the end of the
episode. This is probably the way the devs felt as well but I still felt pretty lost at times. This episode was certainly good but
missed a major element that kept me engaged throughout the first.
The Game
The game was a little more abstract and harder to understand than the first. What I got from it was that it is about survival in an
endless space with a home planet that is destined to die. The art, music, sound design, gravity and steering of the home planet
were all stellar but the goal of the game was hard to comprehend. Even without a concrete goal, the game was still enjoyable
enough to play through numerous times.
Overall
The second part of this project was good, not as good as the first but nonetheless very enjoyable. I can't wait to watch and play
the next Episode of Super Game Jam.

Episode 3 - Catch of Death
The Documentary
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Let me start off by saying this is by far my favourite episode of this project so far. What made this episode and contributed to
the greatness of the first 2 is the amazing chemistry between the 2 devs chosen. I cannot give them enough praise for their
choice of devs. These two guys, Sos Sosowski and Adam Drucker are ♥♥♥♥ing hilarious. They are the perfect match. They
both have very comical personalities that had me laughing aloud very often. This episode was filled with comedy and I'm very
glad the project makers noticed this and focused on this. Along with the hilarity, this episode also had the same wonderful
overarching features that previous eps had (e.g. Music, cinematography), a great brainstorm segment, very memorable quotes
from both devs and a nice change of tone for the entire project. This episode felt crazy, hilarious and gloriously ragtag. These
guys seemed like the best of friends from start to finish and their ridiculous ideas, funny communications and strange workflow
made this episode extremely enjoyable.
The Game
The game is as ludicrous as the devs behind it. It is basically football without rules or reason. A ♥♥♥♥fest of button spam and
desperately trying to find where my character is and who my character is among a variety of other deranged characters in a
world built by a 4 year old wielding nothing but a box of crayons and the kitchen wall. It's incredibly hard to understand what is
going on but I had so much fun with this game. My playtime was also vastly extended by the inclusion of all the builds leading
up to the final working game. Broken but fun.
Overall
This episode is beyond amazing. Enough said.

Episode 4 - Torr
The Documentary
This episode featured a dev who I was really looking forward to seeing. Jonatan Soderstrom, who made Hotline Miami, one of
my favourite games. Jonatan was accompanied by Martin Jonasson, who made Rymdkapsel. This developer duo did not have the
chemistry that previous duos had. Even though Martin was upbeat and happy most of the time, Jonatan looked uncomfortable
and bored most of the time and was very quiet for the better part of the episode. I'm not saying I don't like him or disrespect
him because he seemed bored but it did have an impact on how much I enjoyed this episode. Another factor that I missed was
the creative brainstorming at the start of each episode. There didn't seem to be much a brainstorm and that kind of disappointed
me as these creative session have been super interesting in past episodes. Flaws aside this episode featured the best
cinematography so far. The use of Bokeh in a lot of shots made for some beautiful scenery and cool interview sets. The music in
this episode was also some of my favourite from the project. Finally I found the creative process really easy to follow even
without the brainstorm at the beginning. I understood every decision they made and why because the devs explained what they
were doing as they went forward. This episode was a bit of a letdown but the expertise in cinematography and the still enjoyable
premise of the project made it fun to watch anyway.
The Game
Review coming soon.... Good thing I didn't pay for this piece of garbage. I would pay to get this♥♥♥♥♥♥off my library
though.. I'm still trying to really figure out exactly what this game wants from me, but I do find myself enjoying playing it, even
if it is a bit odd. It's actually one of my favorites and I love just chilling out and listening to music while I play. It's awesome..
Still in Early Access and missing a good amount of polish, but it gets the feel of Titan combat.. this is an amazing skill based
game
you can be level 1 and destory a maxed level galdiator all with skill lol
if you enjoy games that are not play to win and skill based pick this up. it wont let me get the upgrade pack. Wow. Never though
that adventure game will make it to my personal "best game plots top" AND "best characters top", along with games like
Witcher and Mass Effect trilogies or GTA IV. If You've played Borderlands 1 and 2, you just HAVE to play this gem. 11/10 is
not enough for this game <3
It has one big flaw, though - there isn't Tales from the Borderlands 2 yet :(
"Catch-a-riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiide!". so fun and simple. Good For Hentai, Bad For Family.. Cat Them All -)
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An adorable dog for a small price.

What better upgrade for your camp can you imagine?

(But a cat maybe.). 10\/10 Would Llama again.. Very short game. Would like to recommend even so, but just missed the mark.
Same moves you use in the tutorial, hit boxes for bosses are either too large or off, and no other dynamics introduced
throughout the game (powerups, gear, a storyline, etc.). Some of the humor is borderline good, but poor voiceacting brings it
down. Worth a buck if you want some of the funnier named achievements.. Surprisingly good game.
May feel a bit grindy, and some bosses are basically crawling puzzles (you draft the right parts for that battle or you lose again
and again), and the sound gets repetitive (FX and music wise).

That said, it's good. The idea of building units per segment is nicely applied, and they can individually be upgraded between
stages. There are skins to unlock ingame that provide slight benefits, challenges for every level ...

. Decent but not great.

Clanky controls,
tough to survive mechanics,
find everything too small for my eyes.
seem to rely on luck alot.

Spent more time reloading the scenerio, than actually playing it.

Playable for me, but might not suit others.
. From my experience of the game playing as "Elemental Flux" for one game:

Nobody plays

The bots are terrible

The gameplay is slow and clunky, hunger feature is out of place for this genre, difficult to tell whats going on due to bad \/ lack
of feedback mechanics and finally the item and scroll system is so flawed, it is similar to if dota 2 or league of legends locked
most of the items in the store behind account level walls and in the out-of-game store (the one where you buy characters and
skins, which by the way are very reasonably priced, maybe even too much so, being $1 each) which seems to be a way of
draining your in-game earnt currency (similar to the runes system of league of legends). If you play against another player who
has played more of the game (not that anyone is playing) you are at a HUGE disadvantage as they would have numerous items
and scrolls that you cannot buy and have no clue what they do.

Which reminds me that on the menus the descriptions of each character is so bare bones, no numbers or anything are shown, the
character descriptions on this page are about as detailed as they get for this game.

Such a small game, which such a small following will likely die rather than become anything of worth.. can the creaters please
help. Every time i finish one season it keeps crashing. I start a new one but the same thing.
Please can someone help?
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